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Abstract
Regression testing is used to check that changes in the some functionality of the software to not affect its old behaviours. Test case prioritization is essential for reducing the cost of regression testing. In this paper a test cases prioritization model based on fuzzy logic is presented. State machine diagram is used to capture the behaviour of the system. Risk information is associated with the states. After change in the functionality of the system new state machine diagram is designed. This new state machine diagram is converted into Weighted Extended Finite State Machine (WEFSM). Weights are assigned to nodes and edges based on change and risk exposure. Risk exposure and change information of each test case is used as input to fuzzy model. Test cases are categorized in retestable, reusable and obsolete.

Index Terms: Regression testing, Test case, State machine diagram, Fuzzy logic.
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1. Introduction
Regression testing is performed to check whether system after modification is working correctly according to its specification. Regression testing involves testing the features that could be affected by the modification in the software system. Modification or changes in some functionality of the system may introduce bugs in the software which may cause software failures. It is not feasible to retest software with all test cases due to time and resource constraints. Various researchers have proposed different techniques for regression test cases prioritization [1, 2, 3]. These techniques offer flexibility in selection of test cases to handle time and resources problems. Most of the regression testing techniques are code based. Code based regression testing suffers from complexity of large size software.
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Unified modeling language is standard modeling language for object oriented systems. It consists of different diagrams to represent the system at different level of abstraction. Information contained in UML diagram is used for testing of the software system. In the present work, UML state machine diagram is used to represent the functionality of the system. State diagram represents the different states in which objects goes during its lifetime [4].

Regression test case prioritization schedules the execution of test cases in such order which can increase the effectiveness of test cases. Quality of the software product or outcome of the project may be affected by risk. Risk is a probabilistic event which may occur or not. If risk occurs then there may be loss. Use of risk information will be beneficial for safety critical system and risk based testing advocates the allocation of larger part of testing time and resources for risky components [5].

In the present work risk exposure and change in system is considered for prioritization of test cases. Risk exposure and change information is used as input and output is prioritized test paths. These test paths are categorized in three categories namely reusable, retestable and obsolete test paths.

2. Related work

Dahiya et al. [6] used UML diagrams for selection of regression test cases. Authors considered change in semantic operation, change in control path and deletion or addition of the functionality. They created a tool that categorized test cases into reusable, retestable, obsolete and newly generated test cases. Malz et al. [7] presented an automated approach of test cases prioritization using fuzzy logic and software agents. Proposed approach increases the effectiveness of test and fault detection rate. Hettiarachchi et al. [8] used the software requirements as risk indicators and fuzzy expert system is used to estimate the requirement risks. Proposed risk estimation process is less subjective and results indicated the effectiveness of the proposed approach for fault detection. Sapna and Balakrishnan [9] proposed a technique of regression test cases prioritization using UML. Authors converted the control flow graph into Steiner tree and modified the nodes of graph based on changes. Minimized test cases are generated from the created Steiner tree. Stallbaum et al. [10] proposed a technique of automatically test case scenarios generation from UML activity diagram. Authors named their technique RiteDAP( Risk Based Test Case derivation and prioritization). Generated test cases are prioritized using fault information. For quantification of risk probability of failure of actions and estimated damage caused by failure is used. Risk information is used to exercise the code with risk prone area [11] by executing the test cases as early as possible. More important test cases are those which are more likely to cover defects associated with system’s risk.

3. Background

Fuzzy logic system [12] is three steps process which are as follows:

3.1. Fuzzification

Fuzzification is the process of converting crisp values into fuzzy input values. Membership functions are defined for each input and output variables.

Linguistic variables have values from natural language and are used for input and output. In our case Linguistics input variables are Risk and Change and output variable is Test path.

Membership function is used for evaluation of degree of truth. In the present work, triangular membership function is used.
Triangular membership function is specified by three parameters (a, b, c) and defined as follows:

$$\text{Triangular membership function (x, a, b, c)} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } x \leq a \\
\frac{x-a}{b-a} & \text{if } a \leq x \leq b \\
\frac{c-x}{c-b} & \text{if } b \leq x \leq c \\
0 & \text{if } c \leq x 
\end{cases}$$

(1)

Membership value of an element $x$ is defined as $\mu_A(x)$ for conventional set $A$.

$$\mu_A(x) = 1 \text{ if } x \text{ is element of } A$$

$$\mu_A(x) = 0 \text{ if } x \text{ is not element of } A$$

3.2. Rule base definition and evaluation

Once input and output variables are defined and membership functions are selected then rules are defined. Rules are written in IF <antecedent> THEN <conclusions> form. Results from these rules give fuzzy output values. A simple fuzzy rule is defined as follows:

IF m is A. THEN n is B.

Where m and n are linguistic variables and A, B are values of linguistic variables m, n respectively.

A takes value between 0 and 1. There may be more than one linguistic variable and value combined with the fuzzy logic operators or there can be more than one part of antecedent of a rule and all parts are calculated simultaneously using logical operators. Antecedent takes value between 0 and 1.

AND represents as intersection and its value is minimum of the membership function value. AND is represented by equation 2:

$$\mu_{A \cap B}(x) = \text{Min}(\mu_A, \mu_B)$$

(2)

OR represents as union and its value is maximum of the membership function value. OR is represented by equation 3:

$$\mu_{A \cup B}(x) = \text{Max}(\mu_A, \mu_B)$$

(3)
3.3. **Defuzzification**

Process of conversion of fuzzy outputs to crisp outputs is called defuzzification. Various methods are used for defuzzification process. Defuzzification process is optional.

Fuzzy expert systems have been applied in various fields like risk assessment in construction [13], in medical field it is used for diagnosis of diseases [14-15], software effort prediction [16] and cost of software estimation [17].

4. **Proposed methodology**

Proposed technique of prioritized test paths generation is defined in following steps:

1. Draw state diagram of the modified system with risk information attached to the states. Risk information attached to different states of the system are quantified with risk exposure values and risk exposure values are calculated from the given formula;

   \[
   \text{Risk Exposure}= \text{Probability of occurrence of risk (P)} \times \text{Cost of damage of risk occurred (C)}; 
   \]

2. Convert the state machine diagram into weighted extended finite state machine (WEFSM) and generate different test paths from modified state diagram by traversing in depth first manner. WEFSM is drawn in such a way that there is a node corresponding state, decision node and start and end node of the state diagram;

3. Risk [18], change and Test paths are categorized as follows:

   - Risk = \{Annoying, Hindering, catastrophic, Damaging\}
   - Increasing order of risk severity is from annoying to damaging. Damaging type of risk is of highest severity. Risk is categorized in no change in the system and change in the system.
   - Change = \{NoChange, Change\}
   - Output test paths have three categories which are given as follows:
     - Test paths = \{Obsolete test path, Reusable test path, Retestable test path\}
     - Obsolete test paths are least critical and there is no need to test these paths during regression testing, reusable test paths may be tested as they cover some risk and change information while retestable paths are necessary to test the system as they cover both risk and change components of the system.

4. For each generated test path calculate the maximum risk exposure value and maximum change value;

5. Maximum risk exposure value and change values are input to the fuzzy expert system which gives output test paths as obsolete, reusable and retestable.

6. Fuzzy rules are described as follows:

   - **If** Risk is annoying **and** change is nochange
     - **Then** obsolete test path;

   - **If** Risk is damaging **and** change is change
     - **Then** retestable test path;

   - **If** Risk is damaging **and** change is nochange
     - **Then** reusable test path;

   - **If** Risk is catastrophic **and** change is change
     - **Then** retestable test path;
7. Retestable test paths are of highest priority then reusable test paths. Obsolete test paths are discarded.

5. Case Study

In the Fig. 2 a state diagram for ATM is presented and risk information is attached with different states. Risk categorization is based on ATM study of [19]. Here user ATM display welcome message and when user insert ATM card in machine then machine ask for Pin number. If Pin number is correct then machine displays main menu and user can select for cash withdrawal or can enquiry for balance. Risk of least severity will be when machine is not performing balance inquiry and it will come under the category of annoying risk. Risk of highest severity will be attached with the transaction process of cash withdrawal which will cause highest damage so it comes in damaging risk category.

In Fig. 3 new states are added after enhancement of ATM presented in Fig. 2. After verifying the pin number ATM machine ask for fingerprint. Then user enters his fingerprint mark on fingerprint scanner. This fingerprint is verified from adhaar number information. Aadhaar number is unique identity provided to citizens of India by government of India. It is based on bimetric data of citizen[20]. Aadhaar number is 12 digit number issued by government. It is linked with biometric information and demographic data of resident such as fingerprints, iris,
photographs and these informations are stored in a central database. It can detect fake and duplicate identities online. Genuineness of aadhaar number can be verified by any service provider by using Aadhaar Verification Service (AVS) available on its website.

Weighted Extended Finite state machine (WEFSM) is created from state machine diagram of Fig. 4. For each state, decision node and start and end node there is a node in WEFSM. Change node of WEFSM are represented as rectangle and weight of 30 is assigned each change node. Risk exposure values attached with the states are assigned to corresponding edges of WEFSM.
Test paths are derived by traversing the WEFSM in DFS manner. Risk Exposure and ChangeValue are maximum risk exposure and change value. In our case there are three test paths. Test paths, risk exposure and change values are calculated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Path</th>
<th>Risk Exposure</th>
<th>Change Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2-3-4-5-16-17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-1714-15-17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 represents the membership functions for risk, change and Test suite. Risk from 0 to 25 is categorized in Annoying, from 25 to 50 as hindering, from 50 to 75 as catastrophic and from 75 to 100 as damaging which is of highest severity.

Test paths from 0 to 25 values are categorized as obsolete, from 25 to 30 are as reusable and from 30 to 100 as retestable. Retestable test path are essential to exercise which covers highest change and risky components. After that Reusable test paths are needed for detection of faults and obsolete test paths are discarded as they cover no risk and change.
Fig. 7. Membership function for Test paths={ Obsolete Test path, Reusable Test path, Retestable Test path}

Table 2. Conversion of Crisp Input of Risk and Change into Fuzzy Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>$\mu(R)$</th>
<th>$\mu(C)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 represents the test paths with their fuzzy values for risk information and change information. These values are AND and minimum is taken as Test path value by applying rules given in step6 of Section 4. Output corresponding paths is also given by applying step6.

Table 3. Conversion of Fuzzy Input Values into Fuzzy Output Values using Fuzzy Rules Defined in Step6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test path</th>
<th>$\mu(R)$</th>
<th>$\mu(C)$</th>
<th>$\mu(T)$</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TP1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Obsolete test path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>Retestable test path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP3</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>Retestable test path</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusions

Presented model considered the risk information and change so this can be suitable for regression testing of safety critical systems and financial system. This model minimizes the test cases by discarding the test cases for obsolete test paths. Test cases can be selected from reusable and retestable test paths. As proposed regression testing technique considered risk information with change information it can be useful for system which have critical information like health care system, heart pacemaker, insulin pump etc. Identification of risky components from UML may help in better planning of project.
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